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-To develop the model of case studv river by U.sino Inforvofks River Simulation and GlS.
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simulation on the river model.
-To develoo an integrated hvdro-meteorolooicalflood monitorino bv couplinq the modglabove
with weather radar based rainfallestimates.

I m proved/Enhanced Objeclives :

-To modelthe river system bv inteqrating with weather radar-based,rainfall estimates.
-To oerform a flgod simulption of the river modelusino Infoworks RS.
-To identifo the flood inundation areas bv usino GlS.
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5. Report

5.1 Proposed Executive Summary

Thunderstorms and incessant monsoon rainfalls are the cause of many natural disasters

including floods in Malaysia. The damages and losses due to floods are so immense that

billions of ringgit has been spent for salvages and recoveries. Even though the

govemment has provided various flood mitigation measures but flooding still occur

frequently especially if the systems related are not designed properly. A non struclural

measure strategy is proposed to help to reduce these damages. ldentification of flood

prone areas would assist the relevant agencies in issuing a timely waming to victims in

the affecting areas. In addition, for an integrated flood monitoring measure, the use of

altemative rainfull measurement system such as weather radar is considered crucial to

complement areas inaccessible to raingauges. In addition, by using develop modelflood

o@urence can be monitored more closely.
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5.2 Enhanced Execudve Summary

(Abstract of the research)

There are many types of natural hazard occuring in the world and one of it is flood. The

main cause of flooding is heavy rainfall and the conditions worsened with the release of

water from dam and the tidal effects. In October 2003, tte rising of flood waters that had

reached danger levels in several areas in Northem Peninsular Malaysia had caused the

evacuation of about 17,A00 people and ulas claimed to be the worst compared to the

previous event. The focus of this study is to model and simulate the river system by

integrating with radar rainfall estimates using lnfoworks RS and based on the increasing

water level resulted from the model and simulation, inundation areas can be generated

using GIS and area or villages that are likely to be inundated in the event of rise of water

level can be known. Muda River cross section, and weather minfalf data were used for

flood simulation using Infoworfts RS while, aerial photo, topography map and water level

of Pinang River were used in the development of digital elevation model (DEM) and flood

analysis using ArcGlS 9.3 software. Results fiom the developed model have shown either

the water in the river will overflow or not due to the event occured and the inundated area

also can be identified. The simulated flood inundation areas would facilibte the relevant

agencies to make prcdictions on the degree of severity of flood damages in the afbcted

areas.
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5.3 Introduction

5.3.1 Background of Study

Floods are one of the greatest challenges to the weather prediction and the

most ftequently happened among all kinds of natural hazards in the world. Flash

floods are @mmonly occuning due to rapid development or urbanization combined

with the changes of hydrological, inadequate drainage system and siltation. As

development keep changing the face of the area, existing infrastructure came

regularly under pressure to service demand beyond their design limits. Meanwhile

the urbanization of the catchments around and near the area has resulted in flood

runoff which exceeds the capacity of the dver system. These also results in siltation

of the dam and hence reduce the capaci$ of the dam as flood control (Sanyal and

Lu,2003).

In the past years, Malaysia which is located in the equatorial region had

suffered seasonal and flash flooding in the flood prone areas. As reported by

Hamzah (2005), the annual average rainfall is in the range of 2500 mm to 3500 mm

and Malaysia experiences major flood event since 1926 until now. Apart from that,the

government had spent a lot of money for flood mitigation measures. ln the

Department of Drainage and lrigation Malaysia, flood mitigaUon project has become

very importrant and to be monitored especially in term of effecliveness of project to

deal with the flooding problem hence minimizing the impact of flood event the public.

The financial involvement of flood mitigation project is increased year by year. From

the year 1970 until 1990, the govemment had spent about RM 500 million, RM 700

million (1991-1995), RM 940 million (1996 - 2000) and RM 1.6 billion (2001-2005)

(DtD,2008).

In view of the above problem, a study is proposed to assist the authorities to

find altemative approach to eliminate fiood damages in the future. Computer

modeling has become an attractive technique or tools for flood brecasting. Infoworks

River Simulation (lnfowork RS) is being used as a tool to predict the flood and

simulate the river condition during flooding by integrating data of river cross section,

rainfrall, contour and etc. The application of Geographic lnformation Sytem (GlS) by

using ArcGlS softrare can give prediction on flood inundaton area with the

increasing of river water level.
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5.3.2 Problem Stiatement

In October 2003, the rising of flood waters that had reached danger levels in

several areas in Kedah, Penang and Perak had caused the evacuation of about

17,000 people where 10,258 people were evacuated in Kedah, 5,800 in Seberang

Prai and 829 in northem Perak and was claimed to be the worst compared to the

previous event in 1988, 1995 and 1998 (DlD, 2010). lt is important to know when a

flood will occur, how bad it will be, and how long it will last. In this study the

application of computer sofrilare, Infoworks River Simulation (lnfoworks RS) and Arc

GIS is being used to model the river system and hence simulate the river condition

during flooding besides the expected of flood inundation area can be identified. In

addition, for an integrated flood monitoring measure, the use of altemative rainfall

measurement system such as weather radar is considered crucial to complement

areas inaccessible to raingauges, thus further study need to be conducted on radar

rainfallinput.

5.3.3 Objectives of Study

The objectives of this study are:

a) To model the river system by using infoworks RS.

b) To perbrm a flood simulation of the river model using infoworks RS integrating

with weather radar-based rainfall estimates.

c) To identiff the flood inundation areas by using GlS.

5.3.4 Scope of Study

This study involves modeling of river system and Integrating Weather Radar

using Infoworks River Simulation (lnbworks RS) and Geographic Information System

(GfS). The Infoworks will simulate the river condition during flooding while ArcGlS

9.3 softrare is used for Digital Elevation Model(DEM) generation and analysis of the

flood inundation area resulted from the increasing of river water level. The study

areas involved in this work are Muda River (downstream) for Infoworks simulation

and Pinang River (downstream) for flood inundation area prediction. For this study

weather radar rainfall was obtained from Malaysian Meteorobgical Department

(MMD) and used as the r:ainfall input in the Infowoks RS. The data of river cross

section and water level are obtained ftom the Drainage and fnigation Department

(DlD) while the catchment characteristics such topographic map and aerial photo are

acquired ffom the Malaysian Mapping Department (JUPEM).

4
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5.3.5 Significanoe of Study

By using the developed model, the potential flooding area can be predicted

easily. This will help authorities to make prediction on the river condition and action

can be tiaken to alert the public on the possibility of the risk of flooding. The authority

and public will make important decisions regarding evacuation, moving property or

other mitigation effort. Indirecty, this simulation also will minimize the flood loss and

damage.
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5.tl Brief Literature Review

5.4.1 Flood Mitigation

Flood mitigation measure is a method to reduce the effect of floods to

over@me flooding. lt can be categorized into structural measures or non structural

measures. According to Abdullah (2004), structural measures or curatives measures

are engineering methods that are used to solve the flooding problems. The river

capacity can be increased to accommodate the surplus runoff through channel

imprwement, construction of levees and embankments, flood bypasses, river

diversions, and construction of flood storage dams and flood attenuation ponds. Allof

these measures can be constructed either singly or in combination.

\Alhile, non-structural measures on the other hand are proposed where

engineering measures are not applicable or viable or where supplemental measures

are required. lt is more for preventing floods from occuning and with the aim of

minimising losses due to flooding. These measures are broadly aimed at reducing

the flood magnitude through the management of catchment conditions as well as

reducing the flood damage. They include Integrated River Basin Management

(IRBM), Rainfall Harvesting, Infiltration/Gravel Drains, Previous Pavement, Guideline

and Design Standard, Flood Hazard Mapping and Flood Forecasting and Waming

System (Abdullah, 2004).

5.4.2 River Modeling

According to the Arlen et. al (19821, HEC t has a capability to simulate rainfall

and snowmelt runoff from sub-basins and flow through a stream network, simulation

of flows in urban areas and economic calculation for flood mitigation.

Paper presented by Chihhao et. al, (2009) show that HEC-RAS-assisted

Qual2K simulations to prcduce water quality according to the rtver monitoring data by

taking tidal effect into consideration. They studied the effectiveness of combining

Qual2K modelwith the HEC-RAS modelto assess the water quality of a tidal river in

northem Taiwan. The contaminant loadings of biochemical orygen demand (BOD),

ammonia nitrogen (NHrN), total phosphorus (TP), and sediment orygen demand

(SOD) are utilized in the Qual2K simulation while HEG-MS model is used to: (i)

estimate the hydraulic constants for atmospheric re-aeration constant calculation;

and (ii) calculate the water level profile variation to account for concentration

changes as a result of tidal effect.
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5.4.3 Infowodcs River Simulation

Statistical analysis of historical rainfall paftems is used to determine design

rainstorms of specific retum perftrdE. These design minstorms are used as inputs to

the model, hydrological and hydraulic analysis is undertaken to determine the

resultant flows and levels, and finally the flood mapping results are calculated. By

following this process, the model can be used to investigate the likely outcomes of

specific design rainfall events. Rainfall data is used as an input to the model and it

must be geographically specific, covering the whole basin. The data used usually

from speciftc storms or extended rainfall events (Hassan, 2007).

InfoWorks RS combined advanced 1D hydrological, flow routing and fully

hydrodynamic and 2D flow simulation engines, geographical analysis and a relational

database within a single environment. lt comprises full solution modeling of open

channels, flood-prone area, embankments and hydraulic structures. Using

InfoWorks RS modellers and engines can progre$g seamlessly from raw survey and

time-series data to detrailed, calibrated hydrological models. The results from

InfoWorks RS enable planners and engineers to carry out fast and accurate

modeling of the key elements of river and channel systems to support planning,

design and operational management activities (Wallingford, 2003).

5.4.4 Geographic Information System (GlS) Applications

Geographic Information System (GlS) can be defined as a system that consist

of tools, procedure and softrare which are designed to manage, manipulate,

analysis and modeling the geographicaldata. The data and inbrmation are normally

come in form of map(topographic or thematic map), model and also stratistic. The use

of GIS in varies engineering application such as town planning, highway engineering,

environment, hydrology and water resour@s have been reported by Hirol and Mohd

Yunus (2002).

According to the Liyanarachchi and Gunasena (2006), GIS provides tool for

determining the flood inundated areas. lt also can be used for future flood prediction

where the possible increase in water level in the river in the brm of digital elevation

model (DEM) can be stored in GlS. Xihua and Bengt (2002) stated that GIS can be

used as a tool br flood predic-tion and flood information for emergency planning as

well as evaluation of the degree of risk.
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Holger et.al (2OO7l represents a new approach using geographic information

systems (GlS) wtth two extensions ArcView and ArcGlS to calculate flow

accumulation. lt considers the tnap-efficiencies of dams and their specific operation

time based on the well-known D8 single-flow algorithm. Vairavamoofthy et.al (2007)

in their paper represents the development of a new software using GIS-based

namely IRA-WDS. lt is to prcdict the risks associated with contaminated water

entering water distribution systems from sunounding foul water bodies such as

sewers, drains and ditches.

8
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5.5 Methodology

The study was divided into three (3) phases as illustrated in Figure 1. Phase 1 involves

the selection of study area and data collection. Phase 2 is data processing stages which

include the creation of DEM and also development of hydrodynamic model by using

ArcGlS and Infoworks RS. Phase 3 covers flood simulation and results analysis.

Figure 1: Research ftamework of the study

5.5.1 Study Area

Sg. Muda downstream and Sg. Pinang downstream river basins were chosen as the

study areas. Both of these river basins are located in Northern Peninsular Malaysia

which had experienced flooding during the north-east monsoon season period

between November to January. The length of the Sg. Muda river is 180 km and Sg.

Pinang river is 3.1 km approximately with catchment area of 4210 km2 and 50.97 km2

respectively. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the study area.

9
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5.5.2

Figure 2: Study area for Sg.Muda river (downstream) (Nahrim, 2008)
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Figure 3: Study area for Sg. Pinang river (downstream) (Google earh, 2010)

Data Collection

Datra such as river cross section, river discharge and water level were used to build a

hydrodynamic model for Sg. Muda River were obtained from the Department

Drainage and Inigation while radar rainf;all data were obtained from the Malaysian

Meteorological Department. Flgure 4 shows the example of river cross section at CH

12.U.

Figure 4: Example of Gross Section at CH 12.64

10
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In Peninsular Malaysia, there are six radar stiations available that are belong to

Malaysian Meteorological Departrnent (MMD). The MMD provides maps of radar

rainfall estimated from S-Band conventional pulse radar station using 3D-Rapic

program. The one hour Digital Precipitation Anay (DPA), an accumulation in the 1.1

nm x 10 polar form converted to a 2.2 x 2.2 nm rectangular grid. was used for this

study. Figure 5 shoua an example of radar display dated 411Q1i2003 at 0900 UTC.

The radar image is being converted into rainfall intensity based on classical Marshall

and Pafmer relationship (Z=200R1'\. The colour code is deftned in Figure 6 which

shows the rcflectivity palette provided by the Malaysian Meteorological Deparfnent

(MMD).

Figure 5: An example of radar display used in the study (MMD,2003)

Figure 6: Weather radar precipitatbn olor palettes (MMD,2003)

The aerial photo and topography map br Sg Pinang was obtained ftom the Jabatan

Ukur dan Pemetiaan Malaysia (JUPEM) for $g. Pinang River. Figure 7 shows the

topognaphic map of Sg. Pinang (downstream). The land use data that have been

used was ob,tained ftom the Department of Agriculture and it was assumed that there

is not much change in land use had occuned during the flood event represented in

this study.

11
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Figure 7: Topographic Map for Sg. Pinang (JUPEM, 2009)

5.5.3 Data Processing

For this study, Infoworks River Simulation (RS) was used to carry out the flood

simulation and hydrodynamic model of Sg. Muda. The river cross section were

updated and manipulated in such a way that they were connected by lines in

Geoplan Mew. The cross section will link together to form a continuous river bed

feature. ArcGlS 9.3 was used to identiff the flood inundation area for Sg. Pinang.

The process started by digital elevation model creation, digitizing and editing road,

building and river.

5.5.4 Data Analysis

In this study, two processes analysis were performed involving Infoworks RS (River

Simulation) for flood simulation and Arc€lS 9.3 for flood inundation area generation.

By using Infoworks RS a steady run type were chosen for the 1D hydrodynamic

simulation, and the result from this simulation was used as an input for unsteady run

type simulation. The Infoworks RS computed the flow depths and also discharges.

From the discharge values, water level of the river can be known and used as an

input to ArcGlS 9.3 for flood inundation area identification.

12
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5.6 Reults and Discussion

5.6. 1 Modeling a Hydrodynamic Model (Rainfall lnput -lntergrated ftom Weather-Radar)

Figure 9: Longitudinal section of Muda River for Input from Weather Radar

Figure I shows the hydrodynamic model of Sg. Muda from weather radar rainfall as

the input. The SCS boundary that is applied at Merdeka Bridge as upstream inflow

hydrograph requires sets of data consisting of rainfall proliles and catchments

characteristics. Stage-time boundary is used on river mouth as the downsbeam end

of the netrrork. A stage time boundary specifies a set of data consisting of water

level above datum and time. FQure 9 shows one longitudinal section of Sg. Muda

after unsbady flow simulation dated 3'd October 2003 using weather rainfall data as

an input.

13
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Figure 8: Muda River Hydrodynamic Model for Input from Weather Radar
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5.6.2 Flov Analysis Result (Rainfall Input - Integrated fiom Weather Radar)

Figure 10: Flow Hydrograph at CH 00 and CH 11900

Figure 10 show the results of f,ovv hydrograph for two locations that are obtained

from the simulation of unsteady ffow. lt is fuund that the highest flow is 507.426 m3/s

at CH O0 blldred by the 101.400 mtls at CH 11900. Figure 11 shovus the

longitudinal sec{ion fur the event occuned on the 3d October 2003. From the

simulation it can be seen that the bank is not overflowed. Since the avenage rainfall

received was less than 10 mm, it is logical because the quant'ty of rainfall received

on the particular day is not classified as heavy rainfall.
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Figure 1 1: Longitudinal Cross Sections (3d OAober 2003 event)
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5.6.3 Flood Inundation Area ldentification using GIS

Based on the value of discharge obtained ftom Inbworks RS simulation, water level

of the river had been known. But, due to data constraint, water level at Sg. Pinang

River was obtained from the Departnent of lnigation and Drainage and us6d for

flood inundation alea identification by u$ing r{p6ls 9.3.

Figure 12:2D and 3D flood simulatkrn br3.0 m above sea level

Figure 12 shows the f,ood inundation areas wlren river water level rises to 3.0 meter

above sea level. In 2D llood simulation, blue cobr represents the inundabd areas

while in 3D flood Eimulation yellor colour rcpresenb the inundated areas br that

study area. The areas aftcted are; Taman David Chen, Taman Kennedy, Taman

Dega Green, Taman Sri Husin, Jalan Perak, Jalan Air Hitam and mogt of the

downstream aneas. The value of conbur level indicated that the location is low land

arca so if water level naise only about 0.5 meter ftorn normal water level, the small

arcas nearto the downsteam willbe inundated. The hlgh land wiUr high ground level

elevation will be saved and ftom this inundation mapping, he public and authorities

can saF their live and properties by moving b the high land area.
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5.7 Gonclusion and Recommendation

5.7.1 Conclusion

The use of weather radar based rainfalt as input to river modeling has been

presented. lt can be concluded that it is a potential technique of rainfall estimation

and useful altematives for areas without the rain gauges. The flood simulation of Sg.

Muda by using Infoworks RS had been successfully achieved and the discharges of

the river can be predicted. This study also has achieved the objective to identify the

flood inundation areas by using ArcGlS 9.3 application as a disaster preparedness

measure. By this approach, losses due to life and properties can be minimized.

5.7.2 Recommendation

For further improvement, it is highly recommended that all the data needed for

integrated analysis be obtained so that the complete comprehensive analysis can be

done and the result will be more a@urate and applicable.
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